DOVE GRAY
THIN STONE

CHARACTERISTICS

ORIGIN: USA
GEOLOGY: Schist
COLOR RANGE: Dark Gray, Light Gray, Brown, Black
FINISH: Split Face
DIMENSIONS: Piece size varies with average face dimension of 18” to 36” and average thickness of 1” to 3”
WEIGHT: Thin Stone products are sold by the ton.
COVERAGE: Approximately 100-110 square feet per ton as a veneer. Approximately 14-18 cubic feet per ton for stone walls.
FORMATS: Building Stone, Thin Stone, Wall Stone, Irregular Flagstone

USES

House fronts, commercial facades, foundations, columns, chimneys, fireplaces and surrounds, hearths, exterior and interior walls, outdoor kitchens and fireplaces.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Dove Gray offers a consistent gray color, with traces of darker gray and brown.

The relatively flat faces make this material a popular choice for drystack walls.

This durable, quarried stone is a rather hard layered stone that will not tool extremely well, except along natural bedding planes.